This paper defines linear range as the range of parameter perturbations which approximately leads to linear perturbations in states. We compute linear range by comparing the actual perturbations in states and the tangent solution of a network. Linear range is a new criterion for gradients to be meaningful, thus having many possible applications. In particular, we propose that the optimal learning rate at the beginning of training can be found automatically, by selecting a stepsize such that all minibatches are within linear range. We demonstrate our algorithm on a network with canonical architecture and a ResNet.
Introduction
Machine learning is a popular method for approximating complex functions arising in a variety of fields like computer vision [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] , speech recognition [Graves et al., 2013] and many more. Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is a common choice for optimizing the parameters of the deep neural network representing the functions [LeCun et al., 2012] . But, the correct application of the SGD algorithm requires setting an initial learning rate and a schedule that reduces the learning rate, or stepsize, as the algorithm proceeds closer to the optimal parameter values. Choosing a stepsize too small results in no improvement in the cost function, while choosing a stepsize too large causes chaotic oscillations in the value of the cost function.
There have been a number of approaches suggested to solve this problem. Adaptive SGD algorithms like AdaGrad and Adam [Duchi et al., 2011] require the setting of a global stepsize and other hyperparameters. In non-stochastic gradient descent, there are two methods popular for determining the optimal step size for a gradient. The first is the is trust region method [Conn et al., 2000 , Byrd et al., 1987 , Sorensen, 1982 , and the second is the line search method, like backtracking line search [Armijo, 2012] , Wolfe conditions [Wolfe, 2005] , and probabilistic line search [Mahsereci and Hennig, 2017] . However, when applied to SGD, both methods solve an optimization within a prescribed region or along a direction, which could lead to over-optimization for the current minibatch but deterioration of other minibatches. Moreover, trust regions typically uses second-order model, which can be expensive to build; line search methods typically give only upper but not lower bound on the objective change, which might lead to even more over-optimization.
Instead of optimizing for each minibatch, we propose to select initial stepsizes by checking a 'speed limit' given by such that all minibatches are within the linear range. The tangent solution describes the linearized perturbation on the entire network, and its difference with actual perturbations tells how nonlinear the entire network is, thus allowing good inference of the largest possible stepsize within the linear range. Our approach will be elaborated in the rest of this paper, organized as follows. First, we define tangent and adjoint solutions and show their relations in sensitivity analysis. Then we define linear range and describe how to compute and use this criterion. Finally, we demonstrate linGrad on some networks with different architectures.
Preparations
In this section, we first define networks from a dynamical system point of view. Then in subsection 2.1, we show that small perturbations on parameters will lead to roughly linear perturbation in all states of the network, which further leads to a tangent formula for linear perturbation in the objective. Finally, in subsection 2.2, we show this tangent formula is equivalent to the adjoint formula, which is a generalization of the backpropagation. Above discussion leads to the natural conclusion that, gradients are meaningful only when stepsizes lead to roughly linear perturbation in the states.
To start, we define a neural network with I layers as a discrete dynamical system, with the governing equation at the i-th layer:
where x is the input, u i ∈ R mi×1 is the states of neurons, and s i ∈ R ni×1 is the parameters at the i-th layer to be trained, to minimize some objective J, defined as:
Typically the objective is the error between the actual output of network and the output provide by the data: in this case, the objective depends only on J I (u I ). However, for future development, we allow the objective depend on all layers of network.
Tangent solutions
Assume we want to make perturbations to parameters
, the perturbations will be {∆s i = σ i ψ} I i=0 , where ψ ∈ R is the stepsize, or learning rate. When the stepsize is infinitesimal δψ, the first order approximation at each layer is: δu 0 = 0, δu i+1 = f ui δu i + f si σ i ψ, where δ indicates infinitesimal perturbations, and δu i includes perturbations propagated from previous layers. Here f ui := ∂f i /∂u(u i , s i ) ∈ R mi+1×mi , and f si := ∂f i /∂s(u i , s i ) ∈ R mi+1×ni . There is no perturbation on u 0 , since the input data are accurate. Define v i := δu i /δψ, the governing equation for v i is the so-called conventional inhomogeneous tangent equation, given by:
Later we are interested in computing v i ψ, which is easier to compute via:
Tangent equations for ResNet and neural ODE are given in appendix A.
Investigating inhomogeneous tangent solutions calls for first defining the homogeneous tangent equation: w i+1 = f ui w i , which describes the evolution of perturbation on states while the parameters are fixed. The propagation operator D i l ∈ R mi×m l is defined as the matrix that maps a homogeneous tangent solution at l-th layer to i-th layer. More specifically,
We can use Duhamel's principle to analytically write out a solution to equation (3). Intuitively, an inhomogeneous solution can be viewed as linearly adding up homogeneous solutions, each starting afresh at a previous layer, with initial condition given by the inhomogeneous term. More specifically,
Now we can write out a formula for the sensitivity dJ/dψ. More specifically, first differentiate each term in equation (2), apply the definition of v i , then substitute equation (6), we get:
Here both
Adjoint solutions
In this subsection, we first use a technique similar to backpropagation to derive an adjoint sensitivity formula, which we then directly show is equivalent to the tangent sensitivity formula in equation (7).
Assume we perturb the l-th layer by δu l , and let it propagate through the entire network, then the change in the objective is:
Neglecting higher order terms, we can verify the inductive relation δJ/δu l = δJ/δu l+1 f ul + J ul . Define v l := δJ/δu l ∈ R 1×m l , it satisfies the conventional inhomogeneous adjoint equation:
Notice that the order of layers is reversed. Here the terminal condition is because we can assume there is (I + 1)-th layer which J does not depend on. Hence the adjoint sensitivity formula is:
Here f s,l−1 σ l−1 = ∂u l /∂ψ = δu l /δψ = v l : in the term ∂u l /∂ψ we do not consider the perturbation on u l due to the perturbation propagated from previous layers, which has been accounted for in v l . We also used ∂u 0 /∂ψ = 0 since u 0 is fixed.
The advantage of the adjoint sensitivity formula, comparing to the tangent formula, is a clearer view of how the sensitivity depends on σ i , which further enables us to select the direction for perturbing parameters,
. Not surprisingly, the inhomogeneous adjoint solution is a generalization of the backpropagation. To illustrate, setting the objective to take the common form,
The gradient of J to parameters, given by the backpropagation, is:
The sensitivity can be given by either a tangent formula in equation (7), or an adjoint formula in equation (9): of course the two formula should be equivalent. Since later development heavily depends on this equivalence, we also prove it directly. To start, first define the homogeneous adjoint equation: w l = w l+1 f ul , where w l ∈ R 1×mi is a row vector. The adjoint propagation operator D 
To directly show the equivalence between tangent and adjoint sensitivity formula, first change the order for the double summation in equation (7), then assemble terms not related to f sl σ l :
3 Linear range
Definition
Assume that the direction to perturb parameters, {σ i } I i=0 , has been decided, we still need to specify the stepsize ψ to get the new parameters, the selection of which is the topic of the this section. There are two equivalent methods for computing the sensitivity dJ/dψ: the tangent formula in equation (7) and the adjoint formula in equation (12) . The adjoint formula is useful for deciding σ i , and the tangent formula is useful for checking the effectiveness of the sensitivity, which is its ability to predict the linear change in objective after we slightly perturb the parameters. A sufficient condition for the approximate linearity, as suggested by the tangent formula and definition of tangent solutions, is that the perturbation in all of the states are roughly linear to {∆s i } I i=0 . To elaborate, first define a nonlinear measurement for the perturbations in the states of one network,
where v is the conventional tangent solution, u old and u new are the states before and after parameter change, subscript i indicates the layer, and the norm is l 2 . Assume that we can use Taylor expansion for u new around u old , and that v = du new /dψ is non-zero, we have u new = u old + vψ + v ψ 2 + O(ψ 3 ), where v is some unknown constant vector. Hence = Cψ + O(ψ 2 ) for some constant C, and for small ψ we may regard as linear to ψ. With this preparation of nonlinearity measurement, we can finally define linear range. Definition. Given a batch of samples, the * -linear range on parameters is the range of parameter perturbations such that ≤ * . The linear range on objective and on states are the image sets of the linear range on parameters.
Gradient descent by linear range
Linear range is a criterion can be used in many ways. In this subsection, we use it to develop linGrad, a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method. In linGrad, the stepsize is determined by that, for some samples representing all minibatches, the corresponding perturbation on parameters are just within the * -linear range. More specifically, for each one out of several minibatches, we use the current ψ to compute , since is linear to ψ when small, ψ * / is the * -linear range on stepsize for this sample minibatch. We update ψ to be the smallest * -linear range on stepsizes among a finite history.
Algorithm 1 lists steps of linGrad. We want to use as large stepsize as possible, under the knowledge that the sensitivity is still effective. We suggest * ≈ 0.3 at the start of training, since 0.3 2 ≈ 0.1, meaning the second order terms now are one magnitude smaller, which can be neglected in many engineering problems, resulting in a barely adequate linear approximation. For easy problems where most data achieves minimum for similar parameters, it is unlikely that optimization for one minibatch deteriorates others, and we could use larger, yet still below 1, * . for each minibatch, do 3:
We sometimes omit the subscript n.
4:
Compute u old using parameters {s i } I i=0 and input data. Compute new states u new using parameters {s i + σ i ψ} I i=0 .
9:
Compute n for this sample by equation (13). Append ψ * / to the list L.
13:
Update parameters s i ← s i + σψ.
15:
end for Only need to do step 7 to 13 once every N lin minibatches. 16: end for
Remarks
Notice that the nonlinear measurement is defined over the entire network rather than just over the objective. Since the objective is only one number, it may not fully convey the information how far we are within the linear range; even worse, we might just be lucky sometimes to get the objective linear to parameter perturbation, whereas the network has already gone into nonlinear regions. We need the full information on the whole network to better infer the linear range. Moreover, a nonlinear measurement over the objective still requires computing u new , which is typically more expensive than computing the tangent solution. Hence, a nonlinear measurement over the objective would have half the computational cost, but produce much less information than our current measurement.
The concept of linear range is useful for other scenarios beyond linGrad. One possible application is that it offers a criterion for comparing different descent directions, σ i . For shallow to medium-depth networks, there is only one typical adjoint solvers; for deep networks, because of the exploding gradient, there are also multiple choices on adjoint solvers, adding even more complexity for further choosing σ i . Now provided with different descent directions, {σ i } I i=0 , the linear range can serve as a standard for comparison: the larger the linear range, the larger we may effectively perturb parameters, and the faster the convergence.
As we shall see in section 4, for linGrad with fixed * , stepsizes remains roughly the same value. Should we desire a stepsize decreasing scheme, we can as well decrease * ; further, we may use linGrad only to compute an initial stepsize and perform some stepsize decreasing thereafter. However, decreasing * and stepsize may slow down escaping saddle points [Jin et al., 2017 [Jin et al., , 2018 : for this reason, we do not include * decreasing as part of linGrad. It is also possible to increase batch size instead of decrease stepsize [Byrd et al., 2012, Friedlander and Schmidt, 2012] . There are also many choice in terminating criteria, such as terminate when the 'signal-to-noise' ratio, the ratio between the average and RMS of gradients, is too low [De et al., 2017] ; or when the ratio of counter-directions, the pairs of gradients with negative inner-products, is about half. LinGrad can be added to most existing training schemes, and we suggest readers to experiment.
Although not implemented in this paper, it is possible to code tangent solvers by tracing computation graphs, in a way similar to backpropagation. The tangent propagation is also a local process as the backpropagation: every gate in a circuit diagram can compute how perturbations in its inputs are linearly transported to the output. Notice that here the inputs to a gate can be either states or parameters. For cases such as convolution networks where each neuron depends on only a few neurons in the previous layer, tangent solvers coded by tracing graphs are faster.
Applications

Application on an artificial network
We first apply linGrad on a network where each layer is given by
where g is the vectorized logistic function. Our parameters to be learned are W i ∈ R mi+1×mi and b i ∈ R mi+1 . The perturbations on parameters are Σ i ψ = ∆W i and β i ψ = ∆b i . Our objective is defined only on the last layer as the square difference J :
where y is the output data for this sample. To adapt with our previous notations, we regard (W i , b i ) and (σ i , β i ) as one-dimensional vectors of length n i = m i+1 × m i + m i+1 , obtained by flattening the matrix and append the vector. Then, for programming convenience, we reshape this long dimension back to a matrix and a vector in the list of results below.
where
is a diagonal matrix due to differentiating the componentwise logistic function. By either carefully managing subscripts in partial derivatives or directly deriving from the definition, we get tangent and adjoint equations:
The feedforward and backpropagation in our implementation are from the code complementing [Nielsen, 2015] . For our particular example, we use two hidden layers. All layers have the same number of neurons, m i = 50. We first fix an network with randomly generated parameters, then generate 5 × 10 4 training samples and 1 × 10 4 test samples by feeding this fixed network with random inputs. Here all random numbers are from independent standard normal distribution.
For the training, initial parameters are generated randomly, and all samples are randomly shuffled for each epoch. We compute the nonlinear measurement and adjust stepsize every N lin = 100 minibatches, and take stepsize as the smallest of the last N hist = max (50, 50000/(N lin N s ) ) candidate values, where N s varies. We choose Σ i as the fastest descent direction:
As we can see from the left of figure 1, for batch size N s = 10, comparing to SGD with fixed stepsizes, linGrad with * = 0.3 descent the fastest, especially in the first 50 epochs, confirming that the 'speed limit' during the first phase of training neural networks is given by the criterion of linear range. In fact, if the objective function is defined as 10 times the current, SGD would have 10 times larger parameter perturbations and totally different convergence behavior, whereas the linear range and hence linGrad would remain unaffected. Moreover, from the right of figure 1, we can see that * = 0.3 persists to be the optimal for linGrad with different batch sizes, as suggested in section 3.2. Histories of stepsize ψ and nonlinear measurement of linGrad are shown in figure 2. We run linGrad with different initial stepsizes ψ 0 = 0.01 and ψ 0 = 1. As shown, ψ 0 does not affect much: this is expected, since ψ 0 is used only to infer the first * -linear range. This confirms that linGrad relieves us from the headache of choosing initial stepsize. Also we can see that the stepsize remains roughly the same value, indicating that we can adjust stepsize by nonlinear measurement even less frequently. Finally, the nonlinear measurement remains below 0.3, confirming that our implementation correctly keeps the stepsize within the linear range. 
Application on MNIST
We then apply linGrad on MNIST with 6 × 10 4 data. The network has three layers, where the input layer has 764 neurons, the hidden layer 30 neurons, and the output layer 10 neurons. The classification is done by selecting the largest component in the output layer. Other aspects of the architecture and settings are the same as we used in section 4.1. We compare linGrad to SGD with constant stepsizes and compare linGrad with different minibatch sizes in figure 3. For this problem linGrad converges fastest for either * = 0.3, 0.5 or 0.8, both comparable to SGD with optimal stepsize. Again, we can see the selection of * is robust to N s .
Figure 3: LinGrad applied on MNIST. Same settings as figure 1. The history for SGD with ψ = 100 remains similar as the initial value, 0.9, and hence out of the picture.
Conclusion
This paper defines linear range and states how to compute it via comparing tangent solutions with finite differences. Linear range is a new criteria which can be used for evaluating the quality of stepsizes and descent directions, and it could have many theoretical and practical applications. In particular, we develop a stochastic gradient descent algorithm, linGrad, where the stepsize is given by such that all minibatches are within linear range. By applying linGrad on several test cases, we suggest that setting the target nonlinear measurement as * ≈ 0.3 yields the optimal convergence rate, at least at the beginning of training. LinGrad can be integrated with existing gradient descent algorithms to improve the selection of initial stepsizes.
A Tangent equations for other architectures
To compute nonlinear measurement defined by equation (13) for other architectures, we further provide corresponding tangent equations.
For ResNet [He et al., 2016] , the dynamical system corresponding to equation (1) and the inhomogeneous tangent equation corresponding to equation (4) are:
Further, we suggest that the objective function should not depend on the intermediate layers in a residual block, since they have different interpretations as the input/output layers. In fact, if we do not regard intermediate layers in residual blocks as states, then we can recover the basic form of dynamical system in equation (1) with complicated f i 's.
For neural ODE [Chen et al., 2018] , the dynamical system and inhomogeneous tangent equation are:
Here f u := ∂f /∂u, f s := ∂f /∂s. Moreover, the norm in the definition of nonlinear measurement in equation (13) should change to function norms.
